Evaluation for Transformation Worksheet

Identify what type of outcome you intend to measure (circle icon to follow).
[Chapter 3 page 22]

Program name: _____________________________________________________

Program Articulation: describing activities

Chapter 4.1 – Table 3, page 30-31

Identify what sector description you intend to measure (check box below).
[Sector descriptions; Chapter 4 page 26-27] [Priority Outcomes, Indicators and Measures by sector; Chapter 5 Table 26, pages 91-103] *Chapter 5 Table 27, page 104 summarizes long-term outcomes needing further research.
Choosing Indicators and Measures

On this page you will use your previous choices to identify which section of chapter 4 to work in and which indicators and measures to use.

Chapter 4.2, page 35 = Public Health
Chapter 4.3, page 48 = Community Economic Development
Chapter 4.4, page 60 = Education
Chapter 4.5, page 73 = Environmental Quality

Indicator and measures

Be Sure to Follow Your Outcome Type Icon

* Indicator____________________
  ______________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________

* Indicator____________________
  ______________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________

* Indicator____________________
  ______________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________
  • ___________________________